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Manufacturing
excellence
The relatively new Australian
company SGR Audio has made
giant leaps, in a relatively
short time, to become a major
force in the local high-end
audio market. Edgar Kramer
reports on the company’s new
and very impressive factory
in Melbourne, Victoria.
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Story Edgar Kramer
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O

ver the last decade or
two, Australia has built
a solid reputation as a
country that’s able to
produce world-class audio
products that feature
extraordinary design and
a very distinctive home-grown view of the highend. Duntech Audio was probably one of the first,
back in the 1980s, with its massive time-aligned
ultra-accurate towers. In the latter years of the
20th century, brands like Halcro, Continuum and
Eichmann Technologies offered unique products
with strong and, at the time (perhaps even still),
1. THE Convex Series CX4F speaker’s massively overengineered power supply in its separate chassis
2. The horizontal bandsaw. due to its inaccuracy
IT is only used for rough cuts, in preparation
for precision CNC machining to fine tolerances
3. Aluminium extrusion for EL series amplifiers.
The raw extrusion comes in pre-production
4m lengths
4. Various cutting and alignment tools
5. THE Tool height adjustment machine allows
for extremely accurate alignment
6. Stainless steel and aluminium CNC-machined
parts for the new SGR Audio Signature Hi-Fi
equipment rack
7. Top panel of an EL amplifier, in raw aluminium
taken straight out of the CNC machine after
etching the company logo along with other
cosmetic design elements
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unique ideologies that became respected, even
revered, around the world.
A local company that exemplifies these
principles of originality and autonomy is SGR
Audio. In a relatively short time this fatherand-son company, manned by principals
Harry and Stuart Ralston, has gone from
producing extraordinarily well-engineered
active loudspeakers, now expanded to two lines,
to its own family of amplifiers, an about-to-belaunched proprietary custom software all-in-one
8. Material stocks of various types and grades
9. Section of the warehouse: stores, bays and dock
10. Stuart Ralston at the manual lathe
11. The final step in the SGR journey and what
audio is all about: the equipment at the
ready to play music, In this case one of SGR’s
auditioning rooms with the Brinkmann Oasis
turntable, Sutherland phono stage, MSB digital
source, EL Series amplifiers and MT3F speakers
12. The CNC lathe
13. CNC lathe showing the bar feeder. A 1-metre
section of rod goes into it and is automatically
fed into the lathe. Machined parts then exit
at the other end. Parts shown on the table
are machined discs used as floor-protecting
spike receptacles
14. Close up of blank insertion showing
3-jaw chuck
15. Machine operator putting in a new blank
16. CNC router for timber and plastic
17. Vertical mini bandsaw and 18-inch SGR
subwoofer
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18. Chevalier CNC milling machine
with dual station, used for
higher quantity production
machining. This machine uses
two rotating work stations: one
loads while the other cuts, with
the obvious efficiency benefits
19. Another image of the EL
amplifiers’ top plate in the
vacuum hold down jig
20. A vacuum hold down jig. SGR
needs to design and make one of
these for each part it makes!
21. Manual milling machine with
digital position readout. This
machine is used for prototypes
or manual preparation before
CNC milling
22. Wave soldering machine.
Populated PCBs clip into the
racking system and travel
on a conveyor through the
wave-soldering machine, where
they are bathed in solder
23. Component buckets. These
house electronic parts which
have been prepared and are
ready for PCB insertion (by hand)
24. Extrusion which has been cut
to size (also see image 3)
25. Components from MT3FSL’s in
the spray booth after the 2-pac
undercoat process. Inset:
MT series tweeter/mid cabinet.
Enclosures are made in a multilayer construction utilising a
very effective constrained layer
damping technique
26. Upstairs production area. This is
nominated as a “clean” area (assembly, testing, etc) as opposed
to the “dirty” section downstairs
(machining, CNC’ing, etc)
27. Assembled EL30M monoblocks
ready for measurement and
testing
28. Line-up of EL30M monoblock
chassis
29. CX4F plate amps
30. Stuart Ralston with MT3FSL plate
amps
31. Initial measurements and testing
after assembly
32. SGR has its priorities well sorted
– the crucial component in any
audio-related endeavour is to
have a good coffee machine.
Inset: SGR-machined tamper
milled to ultimate precision
(because they can!)
33. PCB design in Stuart’s office
(6-layer board, each colour on
screen represents a different
layer)
34. Boxed SGR Audio products
awaiting dispatch
35. Near-completion line up of
MT3FSL plate amps
36. The home theatre auditioning
room with Octagon speakers,
an earlier SGR design

plug’n’play media player, and finally a beautifully
constructed audio equipment support system.
It didn’t take long into the tour to understand
that considerable capital investment has been
poured into the superb SGR facility, especially
when you take into account the current highstakes economic times. The risks have paid off,
however, with SGR Audio now enjoying a raised
local profile, impending expansion into overseas
markets and, as I’m told, very strong local sales.
This is the kind of market penetration and respect
which normally takes many more years to achieve.
This time compression is a consequence of SGR’s
business model: to provide mature products
of high quality which are built with pride and
technical excellence, backed up by outstanding
service during and after the sale.
Although at its core it remains a speaker
and electronics engineering company, the
in-house CNC machines – apart from being
used to manufacture many of the products’ steel
and aluminium components, amplifier chassis,
etc – have been capitalised to expand SGR
Audio’s core lines to include the manufacture of
ancillary products. The facilities include extensive
testing and design laboratories, where modern
engineering and design tools are used in
on-going research and development. They
include Finite Elemente Analysis, ComputerAided Design (CAD), Clio speaker measurement
software, and Autodesk Inventor 3D modelling
software, among others.
Dedicated areas are run efficiently and
purposefully, from the workshop where the
metal parts are CNC machined, to the ventilated
spray booth where the automotive finishes
are immaculately applied to the flagship range
of speakers. I came across an expansive area

which was subdivided into sections dedicated
to component amplifier assembly, in-speaker
amplifier assembly and, on a high bench, a area
where a number of beautifully-finished speakers
were being populated with SGR custom drivers.
This area of the factory was also the location for
the circuit-boards’ solder bath machine, and for
the storage of large spare parts and electrical
components. It was obvious that there were a
number of efficient systems in place to oversee all
aspects of assembly, testing and QC at this stage
of production.
Conclusion
Such has been the growth of SGR that plans for
product auditioning and business meeting rooms
have had to be scratched in order to accommodate the expanding production requirements.
The whole SGR facility was a reciprocal reflection
of the company’s products (or vice versa) – of
efficiency, functionality, solid engineering and
purposeful aesthetics. At a time where many
international companies are ‘feeling the pinch’
of our global economic circumstances, SGR
Audio is moving forward with clear objectives
and a determined drive.
No guts, no glory, we say.
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